
BENCHMARKING STUDIES

RoyaltyRange Benchmarking study is a detailed comparison of
agreements and royalty rates in order to determine the market

royalty rate range for specific products or services

Following your indicated search criteria, weFollowing your indicated search criteria, we
conduct a comparable uncontrolled price (CUP)conduct a comparable uncontrolled price (CUP)
analysis to determine an arm’s length (market)analysis to determine an arm’s length (market)
range of royalty rates for the intellectual propertyrange of royalty rates for the intellectual property
licensing in a particular sectorlicensing in a particular sector

ANALYSISANALYSIS

The search is performed in the RoyaltyRangeThe search is performed in the RoyaltyRange
proprietary database and each report isproprietary database and each report is
supplemented with original non-redactedsupplemented with original non-redacted
agreements, as well as filings and other types ofagreements, as well as filings and other types of
documents from which the data is gathereddocuments from which the data is gathered

REPORTSREPORTS

The fee for performing a benchmarkingThe fee for performing a benchmarking
study is EUR 1,200 (plus VAT). This price coversstudy is EUR 1,200 (plus VAT). This price covers
the preparation of:the preparation of:

DELIVERABLESDELIVERABLES

A benchmarking study report presentationA benchmarking study report presentation
containing the description of the search, stepscontaining the description of the search, steps
of the analysis and calculation of an arm'sof the analysis and calculation of an arm's
length royalty rate rangelength royalty rate range
An appendix with a list of all primary reportsAn appendix with a list of all primary reports
used during the quantitative screening and aused during the quantitative screening and a
list of all final reports used during thelist of all final reports used during the
qualitative screeningqualitative screening
PDF sources of the original agreements usedPDF sources of the original agreements used
in the calculation of the royalty rate rangein the calculation of the royalty rate range

Focusing on recent third-party licence agreements covering
European region and worldwide territory

The database consists of agreements with disclosed royalty
rates in percentages

The data is compliant with the OECD BEPS measures and the
EU Anti Tax Avoidance Package
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